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The PSD, after months of intraparty intrigue and m a neuvering, has split in support of two candidates: In an
unlikely marriage of convenience, Renato Archer, a critic
of the Revolution, and. Victorino Freire, an outspoken
admirer, have united to wrest control of the State PSD
Directory from Governor Newton Bello and. provide its
legend to Archer's candidacy, Archer having already s e cured the support of the local PTB. Governor Bello for
his part has lent his support and the electoral power of
the State administration to the candidacy of Antonio
Costa Rodrigues, a political conservative and the popular mayor of Sao Luis until his recent resignation to
run for governor. Costa Rodrigues has been registered
by the P D C .
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The candidate who has gained the most from the P S D
split is Federal Deputy Jose Sarney, a strong supporter
of the Revolution in the present campaign. Enjoying the
support of the UDN, P S P and P R , Sarney is considered the
frontrunner of the three candidates. However, no candidate will probably be able to command an absolute majority, thus, under the new electoral laws, throwing the
election into, the uncertainties of a Legislative and
possible popular runoff.
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Three candidates have emerged to contest in llarahhao
a close but relatively tranquil gubernatorial r a c e .
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The campaign issues are the alleged corruption
during the Bello and earlier PSD administrationsand
a distinct anti-Revolution theme introduced b y Rena to and strongly seconded b y his supporter, Federal
Deputy Cid Carvalho. But on the whole, there is
probably more of personal and power interests than
ideology in this electoral race. Additionally, the
alleged tradition of PSD vote rigging in the interior
and the control of the electorate by PSD "cabos eleitorais" are both issues and factros in the present
campaign.
The Sao Luis mayoralty campaign is also a three
way race with Federal Deputy Ivar Saldanha, Sarney's
running mate but also with strong support within the
Renato camp, considered the most likely victor.
THE PSD SPLIT
During June-August the Maranhao PSD reverberated to the negotiations
and intrigues of the Party's three major factions; followers of State
Governor Newton Belle, Federal Senator Victorino Freire and Federal Deputy
Renato Archer each trying to gain control of the Party and dictate its
candidate. The closer the October elections, the more imperative it b e came for the different factions to sort out their positions.
Governor Eello began b y making a determined effort to dump Renato
Archer as the Party's candidate, Renato having been the indicated PSD
gubernatorial candidate from the pre-Revolution period.. Bello timed his
withdrawal of administrative surraort for Renato to follow his conversations with President Castelo Branco at the June 13-11+ Belem meeting of
Northern Governors. The Governor and President apparently discussed the
anti-Revolution record of Renato. There is some reason to believe that
Eello, interested in substituting Renato for a candidate more pliable to
his control, was predisposed to use the President's remarks to his own
interest, whatever the circumstances surrounding the Presidential meeting, Bello on his return to l-Iaranhao informed Renato that the President
had "vetoed" h i s , Renato's,candidacy and that the PSD would no longer
support h i m .
Renato, bitter over what he considered Eello*s betrayal after 18
years of friendship, announced that while he would not leave the PSD,
neither would he consider himself obligated to support the Party's candidate if it were not an individual acceptable to him. At the same time,
he began to carefully weigh the offer of Federal Cid Carvalho to lend
the legend of the liaranhao PTB to his candidacy.
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Bello, having momentarily dampened the aspirations of Renato, now
began to openly tout the candidacy of Antonio Costa Rodrigues, the a p pointed Mayor of Sao Luis. Posters and banners declaiming Costa R o drigues as the candidate of the people blossomed throughout the capital.
At the same time, Eello sought the support of Senator Victorino for his
protegee.
Bello in Sao Luis and Victorino in Rio de Janeiro began to exchange
emissaries in what has been called a duel of ambassadors. The Governor's
proposal was to divide the Party's slate between their two factions,
Eello retaining the prerogative to choose the gubernatorial candidate
and Victorino the lesser selection for the Vice Governorship . Victorin o , however, refused to accept Costa Rodrigues' candidacy and., in a
series of personal encounters with the Governor during late June, countered with a list of alternative candidates, including Federal Deputy
Joel Barbcsa, a candidate also acceptable to Renato Archer. According
to Victorino, Eello was initially favorable to Barbosa, but then backed,
conw claiming that there were "restrictions against his candidacy within
the military". In a final interview on June 30, Victorino offered to
himself accept the PSD legend as a "personal sacrifice" in the interest
of uniting the Party. Belle refused. , again insisting on the candidacy
of Costa Rodrigues. In the end, neither faction was prepared to accept
control of the Party by the other.
Bello, firmly in control of the State's PSD machinery, now set in
motion the Party's long delayed Regional Convention. On July 2, the
Convention unanimously rubberstamped Costa Rodrigues' candidacy. For
his running mate, Eello courted Antenor Bogea, the aging leader of the
State's PDC, Bogea in turn agreeing to supply the PDC legend to Gosta
Rodrigues.
Victorino did not try to oppose Bello in the Regional Convention.
Rather, he shifted the battle for control of the State PSD to the
National Directory. Renato Archer had also taken violent exception to
the nomination of Costa Rodrigues and on July $ accepted for himself
the previously offered PTB gubernatorial nomination. Now Victorino,
uniting with Renato, and already counting the friendship of Marshal
Dutra and the support of the majority of the PSD Federal Congressmen
from Maranhao, obtained on July 16 the dissolution of the State Directory and. the appointment of an interim administration made ug of the
State's three PSD Federal Senators: Eugenio Barros, Sebastiao Archer
(Renato's father) and Victorino himself. The restructured Party then
supplied its legend to Renato's candidacy, effecting a PSD-PTB alliance.
The road to Renato«s final success in securing the PSD nomination
was not without some last hazards. The Federal Government, concerned
over the prospects of the PSD supporting Renato, apparently tried to
bring about a Bello—Victorino reconciliation and the emergence of a
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more moderate candidate. Both Bello and. Victorino met with President
Gastelo Eranco during late July. But Bello refused, to withdraw his support from Costa Rodrigues and Victorino, no longer the power he once was
in Maranhao politics, apparently did not feel strong enough to contest
alone a struggle to control the PSD.
THE CANDIDATES AMD ISSUES
Antonio Euzebio da Costa Rodrigues, born in Sao Luis, is 50 years
old, married, a physician by education and of the Catholic faith. The
larger part of his adult life has been devoted to politics: Mayor of
Pinheiro ( 1 9 h 3 - h 5 ) , Director of the State Leprosario {l3k3-hS),
Director
of Public Health (19hS-h6),
State Deputy (19hl),
Secretary of Education
and Health (19h7-h9),
Mayor of Sao Luis (19U9-51), Federal Deputy (195159) and most recently, until his resignation to contest the governorship,
again Mayor of Sao Luis.
Mien Victorino and Renato wrested, the control of the State PSD from
Bello, Costa Rodrigues still retained the PDC nomination. Generally
regarded, as a political conservative, he has sought during the present
campaign the label as the candidate of the Revolution. More accurately,
he is Bello's candidate and, his electoral strength in large part stems
from the support of the State administration and, that part of the PSD
(now dissident) electoral machine still under the control of the Governor.
Additionally, Costa Rodrigues can bank on a fairly good, vote in Sao Luis
based on the competent administration he is reported to have given the
city.
Renato Bayma Archer da Silva. The U3 year old Renato, a Federal
Deputy and member of the influential Archer family with large land and
industrial holdings in and around Cod.o, Maranhao, has been a frequent
dissenter from the Castelo Branco government. Of recent he has voted,
against the capital remittance law, intervention in Goias and the sending of Brazilian soldiers to Santo Domingo (additional biographic data
available in the May 26, 1965, article from o Correio Brasiliense disseminated by the Embassy Office, Brasilia).
Renato's criticism of the Revolutionary government, has lent a
distinctively anti-Revolutionary air to his campaign. This air has
been further heightened b y the manner in which the Federal Government
apparently sought to influence against his candidacy. Renato, speaking
before a TV audience, choose to accept Bello's word, that it was a Presidential veto which resulted in the withdrawal of administrative supp o r t , although decrying that no reason existed for the President to
have taken such a stand and that in any event neither the law of ineligibility or of unsuitability impugn his candidacy. During the
campaign he has strongly defended his congressional votes and has also
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found the PTB label convenient as a base to appeal to the tradition of
Vargas and in the name of the "Working Man", castigating his opponents,
especially Udenista Jose Sarney, as the representatives of "vested
interest" and. "unprogressive" forces. In all of the above he has been
strongly seconded by Federal Deputy Cid Carvalho, the latter perhaps as
much interested in the promotion of an anti-Revolutionary mentality as
in the victory of Renato. But Renato's most difficult, though also
potentially rewarding, task is to explain away his major supporters
while still trying to keep the benefits of their support.
Renato, the "progressive" and critic of the Revolution, has been
particularly hard pressed to explain the support of Victorino, Maranhao's
foremost admirer of President Castelo Branco and. the eponym of old. guard,,
patronage politics. Renato has contended in press statements that it was
Victorino who sought him out and. that he could not refuse the considerable interior electoral strength still commanded by the Senator. With
less logic Renato has been quoted as saying that he "receives with the
greatest tranquility Victorino's support as the d.ifferences between them
are purely doctrinary", a remark which nevertheless does much to justify
this office's view that there is more of personalities and power than
ideology involved in the present campaign.
For Victorino, the effort to explain his own position has been no e
easier, especially as earlier he had been anything but warm toward Renato 's candidacy (Renato, prior to the joining of forces with Victorino
against Bello, publically lumped the two together as seeking to oust him
as the PSD candidate—"Bello acted, in a lamentable manner in accepting
the veto of President Castelo Branco..,(while Victorino) was only loyal
in transmitting the rumors of vetoes of my candidacy that emanated from
'imaginary' military sources".)
Victorino now contends that Renato is not really subversive ("the
proof of this is that I, a front line Revolutionary, am supporting him")
and that he has convinced Federal authorities of this fact. In this
manner he has tended to offset Renato's more radical stands as well as
balance the support of Cid Carvalho. Renato's Vice Governor running
mate is Federal Deputy Pedro Braga, representing the PTB faction of the
PSD/PTB alliance.
Jose Sarney Costa. Sarney, 35 year old and. a Federal Deputy (UDN),
has a history as a left of center, bossa nova politician. He h a s ,
however, been a supporter of the Revolution, attracted, especially
within the context of Maranhao politics, by the present Federal Government's efforts to moralize the national politic. His campaign has been
largely based on a call for honesty in government, reproving Costa R o drigues for his ties with the allegedly corrupt administration of Governor
Bello and. Renato for his ties to the "old guard" PSD politicians. ^Sarney
thus presents himself as the only force capable to moralize Maranhao
State politics in the same manner that the Revolution of March 31 moralized national politics.
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Sarney enjoys the support of the PSP, UDN and PR and the added,
benefit of the PSD split; a combination of factors which makes him the
probable frontrunner of the three candidates. But the PSD split also
brought with it a paring of Sarney's own support: Belle subverted the
allegiance of the PDC, previously^ committed to Sarney, and, Costa R o drigues, relatively popular in Sao Luis, can be expected to make some
inroad.s into the support this normally anti-PSD stronghold would give
to the opposition candidate. Renato, for his part, secured the PTB
legend, Sarney having joped to add. their support in a united front
agaisnt Bello and the PSD, and, Renato should also carry the antiRevolutionary vote which Sarney had. hoped would fall to him because of
his earlier left-of-center politics.
Another crucial issue for Sarney in the present campaign is the
existence and. extent of voting irregularities in the interior of the
State. The influence of the PSD factions of Bello and, Victorino should,
be considerable in any event within the interior. But the more honest
the election and, vote count, probably the better final vote for Sarney.
The Regional and Supreme Electoral Courts (TRE and TSE) have been
investigating since 1962 charges brought by Federal Deputy Clodomir
Kilet (PSP) that the PSD used, gross electoral fraud, to secure its
victories in the Congressional elections of that year, including the
dishonest counting of ballots and contending that close to one-third.
(11^,000) of the ballots cast in that election did not in fact exist
but were phantom votes controled by PSD "cabos eleitorais".
The Federal Government has promissed. an honest election in October
and the TSE proceeded to remove or suspend some of the more infamous
interior electoral judges and. insist that the electoral roles be
cleansed. Sarney supporters led by Mil'et, however, claimed, that the
TRE^ controlled by the PSD, has been less than enthusiastic in cariying
out the instructions of the TSE, and, in any event the review of some
115,000 voters has not been an easy task.
Sarney's running mate for the Vice Governorship is Antonio Dino,
a former PSD militant and, Federal Deputy, presently serving as a PSP State
Deputy. Antonio is considered a political conservative.
THE OUTLOOK
The current gubernatorial election is generally conceded, to be
an extremely close race between the three candidates. Mhile most
observers believe that Sarney will obtain the most votes, it is
doubtful that he can obtain an absolute majority as required for
election under the new electoral laws. Thus second place, under the
right circumstances, could, well lend, itself as stepping stone to
eventual victory in the run-off election.
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Govenor Bello, with a majority in the State Legislature, in theory
should be able to influence any vote there, or at a minimum block the
Legislature's confirmation of the plurality election of a candidate not
to his liking. But Bello's influence in large part rests on his control
of State patronage and disbursements and, with the winds of change in
the a i r , control of the Legislature might be more difficult. Should, the
Legislature fail to confirm the election of the plurality victor, then
the resulting run-off between the two top candidates could, see the third
place candidate in an enviable position to bargain his electoral support
for the highest offer.
.upOne curious result of the close campaign and uncertain outcome has
been/considerably reduce the amount of invective and outright scurrilousness. The divided PSD factions, to be sure, have been somewhat abusive
in charging each other with the Party's present split. But on the whole,
unsure as to with whom they may have to bargain after October 3 , the candidates and their supporters have been careful to keep their bridges
intact.
While highly speculative, the most likely post election combination would, be between the Sarney and Renato forces.
THE I'luillGIPAL ELECTIONS
In the Sao Luis municipal election, the first one since the city
won its autonomy from the current Federal Congress, there are three candidates
running for office.
Bello's candidates for mayor and vice mayor are Ivaldo Freire and.
Bernardo Almeida, both State Deputies and, both apparently selected, to woe
them away from supporting anti-Bello gubernatorial candidates.
Running in tandem with Sarney on the PSP, UDN, PR ticket is Federal
Deputy Ivar Saldanha and his running mate, Raimund.o Silva, a former Sao
Luis City Councilman. Saldanha also enjoys support from within the Renato Archer camp, including the support of Senator Victorino, a somewhat
dubious distinction in view of the anti-PSD tradition of the capital city.
He is generally believed, to have the best prospects of election.
The third candidate, Epitacio Cafeteira, is the supplent to Jose
Sarney but running without Sarney's support. He is given little chance
in the mayoralty race, but at least has as consolation the hope of a
permanent seat in Congress if Sarney wins the governorship.
Elections are also to be held on October 3 in a number of interior
municipalities. Overall, the various factions of the PSD should, secure
the majority of victories, but opposition slates, taking advantage of the
division resulting confusion within the PSD ranks, should record gains as
compared with previous elections.
Ad.olph H . Eisner
American Vice Consul
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